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Abstract. This study proposes a bus prioritisation strategy at signalised intersections to enhance public transport reliability and attractiveness. Nowadays, bus prioritisation at intersections is conducted according to a first-come, first-served principle, lacking compatibility with future vehicle-to-infrastructure communication. A framework for prioritising buses based on their delay and occupancy was developed and tested in a SUMO microscopic traffic simulation subnetwork of the city of Ingolstadt. Buses are prioritised using a 25-level hierarchy. Four degrees of prioritisation interventions are implemented based on bus priority levels with signal cycles adjusted to advance preferred green phases. The timing of the prioritisation is based on an Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) prediction that considers past speed and travel time data as well as bus stops that are on the way to the intersection. The prioritisation logic was tested in simulation scenarios with on- and off-peak conditions and with several buses requesting priority and varying degrees of priority. The results show that the developed prioritisation concept works, and prioritised buses benefit from a strong reduction in their travel times (up to 87 %) and number of stops. Buses with lower priority levels may experience deterioration in their travel time (up to 126 %) when arriving at the same time as a high-priority bus, but considering the fewer affected passengers and smaller delay, this seems acceptable.
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1. Introduction

The fundamental concept behind bus prioritisation is to optimise the speed and efficiency with which the bus moves through the network. Various strategies can be employed to realise this objective, encompassing the establishment of dedicated bus lanes, enhancements to bus stops, and adjustments to traffic signal programs. The imperative for prioritisation arises from challenges related to the punctuality and reliability of public transport services, particularly in scenarios involving mixed traffic conditions and unfavourable signalisations. Ingolstadt, a city in Upper Bavaria and distinguished as the site of one of the largest automobile manufacturing plants in Germany, has articulated several related objectives and initiatives within its Traffic Development Plan 2025 [1]. The city aims to shift the modal split towards public transport while optimising traffic flow and safety, particularly at intersections. The research initiative of recent years known as KIVI, an acronym for "Artificial Intelligence in the Transportation System of Ingolstadt," has made a significant contribution to these goals [2]. The city of Ingolstadt together with various economic and scientific partners took part in the KIVI project, which aimed to increase traffic safety, optimise traffic flow and enhance the performance of existing traffic infrastructure [3],[4].

This paper proposes a further development of bus prioritisation for rule-based and traffic-actuated signal control, which is the predominant form of traffic signal control in the DACH
region [2]. With this proposed enhancement of bus prioritisation, vehicles are prioritised based on their levels of delay and occupancy – a paradigm shift away from the prevalent first-come, first-served principle, providing a more dynamic and responsive approach. The envisioned future scenarios are tested in SUMO simulations at the intersection of Goethestrasse/Schillerstrasse in the city centre of Ingolstadt, a crucial component of the high-definition test field established within the KIVI project. By intricately examining the interplay between intervention strategies and prioritisation methodologies, this study seeks to offer comprehensive insights into the potential improvements in bus services within a simulated urban environment.

This paper covers established prioritisation strategies in section 2, followed by section 3, which outlines the methodology underpinning this study. Section 4 encompasses the simulation results, in section 5 discussions on influencing factors and mitigation strategies follow and section 6 concludes with recommendations for future research.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Introduction to Public Transport Prioritisation

Prioritisation strategies for public transport can be realised with different approaches such as organisational measures, construction, and technological measures. Organisational schemes can reduce conflict points through new line alignments, a change in the right-of-way at intersections, moving taxi hotspots and others [5]. Separating modes and accelerating the boarding and alighting procedures through bus lanes, improvements in vehicle design or the relocation of stop facilities all fall into the realm of construction measures. The technological measure, public transport signal priority, may be described as “an operational strategy that facilitates the movement of transit vehicles (usually those in-service), either buses or streetcars, through traffic-signal controlled intersections” [6]. Public transport signal priority can be implemented through passive strategies, where public transport vehicles are not specifically detected, and through active prioritisation strategies, which utilises detection of public transport vehicles to adapt the signal timing favourably for the vehicles [7], [8].

2.2 Passive Prioritisation

Lin et al. [7] describe four passive prioritisation strategies: adjusting cycle lengths and signal timings, splitting phases, applying an area wide signal timing plan and metering the overall vehicle flow. According to Machemehl [9] long cycle lengths increase the vehicle throughput of an intersection. However, if phases are very long, the potential wait times and thus the delay for public transport vehicles also increases, therefore, shorter cycle lengths may be preferential. Benefits according to NACTO [10] include reduced waiting times for pedestrians and Furth and SanClemente [11] additionally describe that shorter cycles result in shorter queues for more frequently served approaches. Another approach to reduce the waiting times at the stop line is to split the green time for buses into several shorter phases, which are then reserviced throughout one cycle, which was studied by Garrow and Machemehl in 1998 [12]. Realising an area wide signal plan, Lin et al. [7] describe the implementation of a green wave according to bus speed instead of car speed. Therefore, the dwell time at bus stops and the time for acceleration and deceleration of the bus is considered. The benefits of slower green waves include safer urban streets with slower vehicles, which is also beneficial for cyclists [13]. Metering vehicles as a passive prioritisation strategy is described by Urbanik and Holder [14]. The idea is to restrict the number of cars entering the intersection or approach to ensure a reliable bus service. However, according to Lin et al. [7] it is rarely used in practice because of the high impact on traffic flow.
2.3 Active Prioritisation

The Transit Street Design Guide defines active prioritisation as a tool that adapts the traffic signal timing or the phasing if public transport vehicles are detected [8]. The Federal Transit Administration also emphasises the detection of the public transportation vehicle, ensuring that prioritisation only occurs when a public transport vehicle is present [15]. Based on this detection and possibly further conditions, such as delay, the vehicle is given prioritisation [15]. Prioritisation strategies can be differentiated between rule-based and model-based concepts.

In rule-based strategies, prioritisation is determined based on a predefined set of rules. Ma and Bai [16] and He et al. [17] both studied multiple requests for priority. Ma and Bai [16] developed a decision tree for both methods with the aim of minimising the average person delay. He et al. [17] developed an algorithm to deal with multiple priority requests optimising signal timing at an isolated intersection considering all priority requests. They showed that this method was able to reduce bus delay by up to 50% and was especially effective in dealing with conflicting priority requests. Various studies looked at strategies to reduce the impact that public transport signal priority can have on non-prioritised road users. Allsop [18] suggested to only give priority if no priority treatment was executed in the previous cycle. Similarly, Evans and Skiles [19] proposed to only give priority if red truncation was not applied in the previous cycle. Another approach to decrease the impacts of prioritisation treatments is to apply compensation by extra green time for non-prioritised approaches. This was studied by Gallivan et al. [20], as well as El-Reedy and Ashworth [21], Cooper et al [22] and Collier [23]. It was shown that compensation measures cause additional delay. Bowen et al. [24] studied the integration of transit signal control in SCOOT (split cycle offset optimisation technique). Hounsell et al. [25] found that green extension as public transport signal priority treatment has the best overall impact while red truncation imposes a high cost on non-public transport vehicles. Liao and Davis [26] developed an adaptive conditional priority control in Minnesota using schedule adherence, number of passengers, dwelling time and speed of the public transport vehicle as decision criteria.

The model-based strategies consider traffic conditions and bus readiness to apply prioritisation treatments. Head et al. [27] developed a model-based traffic signal control that dealt with multiple priority requests based on the North American dual ring with eight phases. The findings of the model showed a reduction in delay compared to a first-come-first-served strategy. In order to minimise the total person delay, considering both bus passengers and car passengers, various detectors are required to detect both buses and all other vehicles. Chang et al. [28] developed a multi-objective control based on inductive loop data, considering bus passenger delay, car passenger delay and bus schedule adherence in a weighted summation in the objective function. Chang et al. showed that the proposed traffic signal control can reduce the total person delay on the intersection. Lin, Yang, Chang, et al. [29] present a model that did not increase the total person delay while considering the bus passengers' waiting time at the downstream stop. The output of the model is the duration of green extension or red truncation.

2.4 Current and Future Technologies Used in Public Transport Prioritisation

For public transport signal priority to successfully assist vehicles in clearing the intersection, a public transport vehicle must be able to be detected or report its coming arrival at the intersection. In addition, the traffic signal must be able to process the priority request and take actions for prioritisation, if desired [30]. This requires a combination of on-board and wayside technology, including vehicle positioning, communication system between the vehicle and the traffic signal or other roadside infrastructure, signal controllers that are capable of receiving information as well as a traffic management system [8].
Nowadays, public transport prioritisation at signalized intersections works according to the detection point principle at which public transport vehicles send messages at specific locations, usually a pre-request, main-request, and check-out. Gay et al. [30] list various requirements for public transport prioritisation such as an accurate enough prediction of the vehicle’s arrival time, and rapid data transmissions [30]. Different vehicle positioning technologies are available, however, in many cases more than one technology is used to ensure accurate positioning of the vehicle: Odrometers in combination with beacons or poles and global navigation satellite systems [30]. In most German cities, data transmission systems rely on analogue radio systems to facilitate communication between vehicles and traffic signals, as revealed by a survey conducted by the German Federal Highway Research Institute [30]. This holds true for cities such as Munich and Ingolstadt. While a few cities employ alternative methods like digital radio, Tetra trunked radio, mobile phone networks, or infrared, the predominant approach remains analogue radio. The authors underscore a significant limitation in current systems—the inability to continuously track public transport vehicles. This results from the detection point principle, where only a few messages are exchanged at specific points [30].

Vehicle-to-X (V2X) communication enables vehicles to communicate with other vehicles or other road users as well as the infrastructure [31]. This technology can be used for public transport prioritisation at traffic signals when public transport vehicles want to inform the infrastructure about their arrival. Public transport prioritisation by V2X communication has the benefit that in case of congestion the prioritisation measures can be adapted flexibly. V2X does enable an accurate prognosis of arrival at the stops, which is useful for both the public transport operator as well as for the information of waiting passengers [30]. Gay et al. [30] developed a guideline to convert current technologies for public transport prioritisation into V2X-communication-based prioritisation. The first phase of the transition focuses on the implementation of hardware regarding vehicles and roadside infrastructure, while in the second phase the software is extended. There are various cities which carried out research on V2X-communication-based prioritisation in pilot projects, including but not limited to Braunschweig/Magdeburg with the project SIRENE, Duesseldorf with KoMoD and Kassel with VERONIKA [30]. The prioritisation concept C-Call, central call, by GEVAS utilises both the positioning and speed of the vehicle as well as historical journey data, improving the accuracy for travel time prediction [32].

Passenger occupancy can be determined using various methods at different locations such as on the vehicle or at the stations, with motion or weight sensors as well as through analysis of camera feeds. In addition, mobile data and the records of the ticket sales can be used to ascertain how many passengers are using the network at which time [33]. The messages sent between the public transport vehicles and the infrastructure in a V2X environment are specified in the technical specification ETSI TS 103 301 V2.1.1. (2021-03) [34]. The SREM, signal request extended message, and SSEM, signal request status extended message, sent out by the vehicle and infrastructure contain information about the priority status for the requesting vehicle [34]. This study assumes that in a near-future scenario with a prioritisation procedure utilising V2X communication, information regarding the occupancy and delay of a public transport vehicle will be available to the ITCS system and can be transferred via the V2X messages.

3. Methodology

The essential elements, including input data and underlying assumptions are explored further in this section. It provides a detailed exposition of the prioritisation framework and its guiding principles in section 3.2. The final section 3.3, delves into a comprehensive exploration of the various simulated scenarios, shedding light on the critical parameters employed for evaluation.
3.1 Input Data and Assumptions

The developed bus prioritisation framework is tested in a SUMO simulation of the intersection Goethestrasse/Schillerstrasse which is part of the KIVI research area [35]. In order to model the surrounding traffic realistically, a subnetwork with a 700 metre radius around the intersection was cut out. The complete SUMO simulation network of Ingolstadt is available on GitHub [36]. The following figure 1 shows the subnetwork and highlights the intersection for prioritisation.

![Figure 1: Overview of the SUMO subnetwork and intersection used for the simulations.](image)

In the course of cutting out the subnetwork, the vehicle and bus routes, the bus stops and the signal program files were adapted accordingly along with the network file. The routes were calibrated for an average weekday and in a two-stage calibration procedure based on OD matrices from statistical data and traffic counts from induction loop data [37]. The traffic signal program is fixed-time, but hourly adapted based on historical signal timing data that reflects the real traffic-actuated control, see [37] for more details.

The simulated prioritisation in this study envisions a near-future scenario where bus prioritisation is based on V2X communication, enabling a continuous monitoring of buses throughout the network. It assumes the ability to collect continuous information on buses in the network, including distances to the chosen intersection, estimated time of arrival (ETA), line details, route information, and current delay and occupancy. Other vehicles do not necessarily have to be connected, i.e. use V2X communication. The prioritisation scheme is set up in such a way that it is compatible with rule-based traffic-actuated control, as is prevalent in Ingolstadt and elsewhere in the DACH region. The level of intervention in the control system depends on the traffic situation, as is already the case today, but with the additional consideration of delay and occupancy. While the simulation does model various driver types of motorised vehicles, including trucks and delivery vehicles as well as regular cars, and buses, the simulation does not include pedestrians or bicycles. The prioritisation scheme is only applied to one intersection in the subnetwork of Ingolstadt and in this way the effect is spatially limited. Timewise the scenarios are taking place during peak-hour traffic on a weekday between 7:00 and 8:00 and in off-peak traffic during 10:00 and 11:00.
3.2 Prioritisation Logic and Code Framework

Within this work, prioritisation always refers to the traffic signal prioritisation of public transport buses at signalized intersections. The prioritisation should enable different levels of intervention in traffic signal control, which is why different priority degrees are used, resulting from different levels for delay and occupancy. The levels for delay and occupancy are defined separately according to their respective frequencies in the real data from the city of Ingolstadt—delay and occupancy are not weighted in relation to each other due to the unequal range areas. However, because the delay level is assigned first, this is more significant. The levels are also transferrable to other cities, however, the thresholds for the delay and occupancy values can also be changed if desired by the city authorities or the bus service provider. The structures of the levels were formulated by considering delay and occupancy data from all bus lines collected over a four-week period in March 2023. The number of bins has been chosen thoughtfully to enhance clarity in distinguishing interventions for priority. However, special cases are considered, such as delays exceeding 420 seconds or seven minutes. The levels were defined as follows: There are five delay levels ranging from E as the lowest delay to A as the highest delay, and five occupancy levels ranging from five representing the lowest occupancy to one for the highest occupancy level. Their combination results in 25 priority levels, which are assigned to four priority degrees, each priority degree having a target time for the green phase at the requested approach to start; Table 1, showcases this.

Table 1. Priority levels and degrees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delay in seconds</th>
<th>Occupancy in persons</th>
<th>Priority Degree</th>
<th>Green Time at</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;= 59: E</td>
<td>E5  E4  E3  E2  E1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;= 119: D</td>
<td>D5  D4  D3  D2  D1</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>ETA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;= 239: C</td>
<td>C5  C4  C3  C2  C1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>ETA-10 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;= 420: B</td>
<td>B5  B4  B3  B2  B1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>ETA-20 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 420: A</td>
<td>A5  A4  A3  A2  A1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Check-In</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SUMO simulation is accessed and adapted through the TraCI interface. Every simulation second, various parameters are collected, calculated and stored for each unique bus approaching the intersection, including the line number and distance as well as the ETA, the occupancy and delay value and the resulting priority level. From all buses which are part of the simulation and approaching the intersection, the bus with the highest priority level is identified as “prio bus” and if applicable compared to the bus which assigned priority in the last timestep in case there was one. The comparison generates the to be prioritised bus “prio bus”. This means that a bus is prioritised according to its priority level and not according to the order of arrival as with the prevailing first-come, first-served principle.

Each priority level has a desired start for the green time for the approach the bus takes to the intersection, as listed in Table 1. The maximum green time varies depending on the prioritisation level. For levels C and D, the regular phase length is extended by 30 seconds. Level B, receiving an additional 30 seconds, is extended to a green time lasting a minimum of 50 seconds. At priority level A, buses receive the longest green time, lasting until the estimated moment the bus completes its intersection crossing.

In general, the treatments red truncation, red truncation expanded, and green extensions are possible. Which treatment is selected depends on how close the green time is to the target defined by the priority level. Red Truncation expanded encompasses putting all green phases to a minimum time and the prioritised phase to a maximum. In this way the minimum green times as well as all the intergreen times are kept [38]. Even though the cycle time changes, the order of phases stays the same, and all approaches are serviced. Long red phases are not required here, in comparison to phase switching, where to safely transition from
one phase to another the intergreen times may be longer. The effectiveness and closeness to the intended target time of various treatments depend significantly on when the treatment initiates and at which point in the signal program the modification begins. Therefore, the control logic systematically checks the future traffic signal conditions, starting 42 seconds before the target time and ending two seconds before the target time, at intervals of every two seconds, resulting in 21 options for starting a traffic signal treatment. These 21 available options are evaluated, and the timing and treatment are selected based on the smallest positive difference from the target time.

The ETA value is calculated using the current bus route as well as speed and travel time data obtained from previous simulations. This allows the ETA times in the priority logic to be adjusted for specific intersections. The subpart of the route from the current location to the intersection is checked for planned bus stops. In case no bus stops are to be served until the intersection is reached, the ETA calculation uses the current distance from the stop line and speed data of the buses for the given approach obtained from previous simulations. If bus stops are still to be served, the dwelling time at the last bus stop before the intersection is also considered.

Priority level A is executed when having one or no stops remaining until the intersection or a distance to the intersection of less than 700 meters. Should more stops be enroute or the distance be larger before reaching the intersection, the vehicle will be prioritised with a prioritisation level B, but with level A remaining assigned. For all other prioritisation levels, namely B, C, or D, the system verifies the prioritisation treatment and its start time for accuracy, utilising updated ETA and distance values, as long as the ETA remains greater than the maximum switch time. This value is selected to guarantee that even with an ETA-20 sec green time target, the transition time from any phase to the intended phase remains within the longest switch duration. Furthermore, it can be adjusted as needed to the timings of the phases at other intersections if the logic is applied there.
At the selected timing, the scheme is implemented and the intersection leg the bus is approaching on receives green. At this point in the prioritisation, the distance of the bus is continuously monitored, and once the bus has crossed the stop line and the confirmed crossing distance has been reached, the traffic signal returns to the normal signal operation. The confirmed crossing distance refers to the negative distance the bus travels from the stop line, ensuring that the vehicle has effectively crossed the intersection. Following the confirmed crossing of the public transport vehicle, the opposing intersection approach is given green, in accordance with the minimum green time for the prioritised approach, to reduce queues efficiently. If a higher-prioritised bus is identified during the implementation of or before the initiation of a prioritised bus, the new higher-prioritised bus takes precedence. The prioritisation procedure is terminated, and the system switches to accommodate the new prioritised bus. However, this rule does not apply if the already prioritised bus holds level A prioritisation; in such cases, the prioritisation remains with the original level A bus. This is because the prioritised bus is inherently significant enough to warrant prioritisation, and, in addition, the occurrences of receiving A-level priority, as found in the datasets, are relatively limited.
3.3 Evaluation Scenarios and Parameters

There is an extremely large number of possible scenarios under which the developed prioritisation logic can be tested. In this paper four different scenarios are presented and are compared with scenarios at which buses are not prioritised. In each simulation, two buses traverse the intersection from different approaches. The following figure 3 gives an overview of the bus routes for each scenario with bus P being the prioritised vehicle and bus N not receiving priority treatment.

![Figure 3. Overview of the Bus Routes.](image)

The following figure 4 displays the four simulation scenarios, with three occurring during the peak hour from 7:00 to 8:00, and the fourth scenario in the off-peak hour from 10:00 to 11:00. When buses register at the same time (SameReg), the scenarios further differentiate based on whether they have the same or different priority levels (SamePrio/DiffPrio).

![Figure 4. Overview of the simulation scenarios.](image)
The simulation for each scenario initiates at 7:00 for the peak hour and at 10:00 for the off-peak hour, concluding at 7:40 and 10:40, respectively. The evaluation is started after a 15-minute warm-up, with data recorded at one-minute intervals. Three parameters are employed to assess the impact of prioritisation: travel time and the number of stops are measured using SUMO Multi-Entry-Exit Detectors, while queue lengths on the approaches are estimated with SUMO Lanearea Detectors [39], [40]. All detectors initiate measurements at the upstream intersection, or at the upstream bus stop in case of the eastern approach. The measurement of the queues is not extended further upstream in order not to distort the data with queues from vehicles stopping at bus stops or unsignalized intersections. The Lanearea Detectors used, deployed to measure queue length in terms of number of halting vehicles on each approach, are made up of four detectors for each approach, covering lanes leading towards the intersection. The total number of halting vehicles for one approach is estimated by summing up the values recorded by these four detectors.

For determining a statistically reliable number of simulation runs, the parameter number of stops was used, applying the t-distribution, a confidence interval of 1 and a confidence level of 99.5%. This resulted in a number of 13 simulation runs with different seeds each for every scenario [41]. The parameter number of stops was preferred over queue length measurements because the queue length does not refer directly to the buses and their prioritisation but instead measures the effect it has on the approaches.

4. Results

The subsequent section will compare the four prioritisation scenarios and their most significant reductions and increases in the three evaluation parameters measured on the approaches to the intersection, considering both the buses and all other vehicles.

4.1 Travel Time and Duration of Prioritisation

Figure 4 shows bar plots for the mean vehicle travel time and its distribution in each scenario. The prioritised bus with the fastest average travel time is found in scenario 1. In this scenario, bus P, approaching from the northern direction and receiving B-level prioritisation, achieves a travel time of 7.84 seconds, which is a -87.86 % reduction in travel time compared to the non-priority scenario. The second most significant reduction in travel time occurs in scenario 4, where bus P, arriving from the west and granted A-level prioritisation, experiences a change in absolute travel time of -41.28 seconds, representing a -75.30 % change. However, these notable reductions in travel time for prioritised buses lead to the most considerable increases in travel time for other buses in the same scenarios. The highest percentage change between prioritised and non-prioritised runs is observed in scenario 4 for bus N, requiring 18.93 seconds longer to reach the intersection, signifying a 126.90 % increase.

The largest reduction for a non-prioritised bus occurs in scenario 2, where bus N witnesses a -66.54 % change with a travel time reduction of -43.02 seconds. In comparison, scenario 2 provides considerably less advantage to the prioritised vehicle, which, in both scenarios 2 and 4, originates from the western approach. However, scenario 4 unfolds at a different time of day, featuring different traffic patterns throughout the network. Interestingly, while scenario 2 does not enhance the travel time for the prioritised bus, it does not worsen it either, and it benefits the non-prioritised bus.
The most substantial reductions due to prioritisation are observed with the two highest prioritisation degrees. In scenario 4, the prioritisation procedure commences, on average, 81.31 seconds before the bus reaches the intersection, while the lesser prioritisation in scenario 1 starts, on average, 21.92 seconds before arrival. These values align closely with the ideal starting points according to prioritisation logic. A-level prioritisation ideally begins as soon as possible after the request is confirmed, and B-level prioritisation ideally starts 20 seconds before reaching the intersection. In scenario 2, prioritisation starts, on average, 98.77 seconds before the bus reaches the intersection, slightly earlier compared to scenario 4, where the same western approach is prioritised with the same priority degree.

Scenario 3 features two separate prioritisation treatments. For bus P1 approaching from the west with a priority degree B, the treatment starts 25.62 seconds before reaching the intersection, close to the ideal starting point for the prioritisation degree. In the case of bus P2, crossing the eastern stop line with a priority degree of C, the prioritisation process starts 24.69 seconds before arrival. While the treatment for bus P1 in scenario 3 aligns well with the ideal starting point for the prioritisation degree, the prioritisation process for bus P2 begins early, with an ideal time of ten seconds before reaching the stop line. Early prioritisation can be due to traffic signal phases and the prediction of the vehicle's arrival time.

All other vehicles travel fastest in scenario 4 on the western approach with a mean travel time of 20.31 seconds. The greatest benefit is experienced by vehicles using the western approach in scenario 3 with an observed reduction in travel time of -4.40 seconds, which is equal to a -14.65 % change. Conversely, the greatest increase in travel time is observed on the southern approach with 74.58 % change and an additional 18.83 seconds on average longer.

### 4.2 Number of Stops

For vehicles to be counted as halting the speed threshold of 1.39 m/sec must be crossed. The buses with the most significant reduction in travel time also exhibit the highest decrease in the number of stops. In scenario 4, bus P achieves the least number of stops in the prioritised runs, with zero stops, representing a -100 % change from the previous 0.84 stops. Bus P in scenario 1, while still achieving a reduction, stops only slightly more times on average in the prioritised case, with 0.08 stops, translating to a -92.31 % change. Corresponding to the high-
est increases in travel time, non-prioritised buses in scenarios 4 and 1 show the most substantial increases in the mean number of stops with bus N in scenario 4 demonstrating the highest positive percentage change, with 44.44 % more stops in the prioritised runs compared to the non-prioritised scenarios.

Figure 6. Mean number of stops for scenario 1-4.

For vehicles traveling through the network the western approach in scenario 4 yields the least mean number of stops at 0.34. Moreover, the western approach in scenarios 2 and 3 experiences the highest reduction in absolute value as well as percentage change, with -34.95 % and -29.11 % change, respectively. The southern approach faces the greatest disadvantages, with the highest number of stops in scenario 4 at 1.07 times on average. Additionally, scenario 4 exhibits the highest increase for vehicles on the southern approach, with an additional 0.24 stops, resulting in a 29.53 % change.

4.3 Queue Lengths

Figure 6 depicts the summed queue lengths over a 60 second period for all four scenarios on various approaches during a single simulation run. The intervals in which the prioritisation events occur are marked on the x-axis in the colour of the prioritised approach. In the first scenario the prioritisation occurs within the time interval 07:19 to 07:20 marked in green. The graphs of the prioritised northern and southern approach are at their lowest point here as shown in figure 6. The queue length values for the northern and southern approach lie below the values for this same simulation in the non-prioritised version demonstrating the prioritisation effect. In scenario 2 the minimum queue length occurs between 07:17 and 07:18 for the prioritised approaches west and east, while at the same time the non-prioritised approaches exhibit their highest queue lengths. These prioritisation effects are evident across all runs, showing the highest level of prioritisation effectively clearing queues on the approaches before the prioritised vehicle traverses the intersection. Scenario 4 also displays this prioritisation effect. During the timeframe between 10:16 and 10:18 the queues on the prioritised approaches in the west and east of the intersection are reduced to zero, while on the northern and southern approaches, the queues reach their peak. In the third scenario, two prioritisation schemes occur during the intervals from 07:16 to 07:18 marked in orange on figure 7 and between 07:21 and 07:22 marked in blue. The first prioritisation is characterised by a continuous decrease in the queue lengths observed in both the western and eastern graphs, and a sharp increase for the northern and southern graphs. The second prioritisation exhibits a less pronounced effect. However, a comparison of the mean queue length during this interval in the prioritised runs
with 56 vehicles on the western approach and 228 vehicles on the eastern approach while the non-prioritised runs exhibit a mean of 201 vehicles in the west and 494 vehicles in the east, reveals a reduction due to the prioritisation treatment and shows the presence of a green phase for the western and eastern approaches.

**Figure 7. Summed queue lengths of one run for scenario 1-4.**

Similar to the number of stops, the lowest mean values for queue length in number of vehicles per scenario are observed on the western approach, with 57 vehicles in scenario 4. The most substantial reduction in queue length is also seen on the western approach, occurring in scenario 3 with an absolute value of 43 vehicles less and in scenario 4 with a -40.51 % change. In contrast to the results on the western approach, the southern approach exhibits the highest queue length average, reaching 470 vehicles in scenario 2. The most significant increase in queue length is witnessed in scenario 4 on the same approach, with an additional 126 vehicles, representing an 89.7 % change.

5. Discussion

This chapter delves into the results presented in the previous chapter and explores the different dependencies related to prioritisation treatments. It also examines the drawbacks faced by vehicles on non-prioritised approaches and suggests potential strategies to alleviate these effects.
5.1 Influences on a Successful Prioritisation

A successful prioritisation does not solely depend on the local traffic signal phases at the designated intersection; rather, the upstream intersections before the prioritisation point play a crucial role in influencing when traffic flows onto the approaches. Scenarios 2 and 3 show that when travel time is already minimal, prioritisation may not yield further benefits. However, the prioritisation treatments in these cases do not worsen travel time or number of stops. Besides, additional green time improves travel time for vehicles on prioritised approaches. Scenario 2 also demonstrates benefits for the non-prioritised bus on the crossing approach, while scenario 4 highlights significant reductions for the prioritised bus. The most notable reduction (87.86 %) for a prioritised bus occurs in scenario 1, indicating the influence of route and timing on prioritisation success. The peak-hour scenarios showed more and more pronounced periodic peaks in their queue lengths on all four approaches independent of prioritisation treatments than the off-peak scenario. In the peak hour the stability of the queues on the four approaches is determined by a large extent by the timing of the previous traffic signals, as the traffic passing the prioritised intersection remains largely constant for each approach outside of the prioritised scenarios. The prioritisation benefits such as the trip time savings on each approach have a higher correlation to the timing of when the traffic flows onto the approach which is dictated by the previous intersections than to the edge traffic flows. This emphasises the weight the traffic flow patterns play in realising the benefits as well as creating the disadvantages for the vehicles traversing the intersection.

It may be argued that while looking at the reduction of number of stops, travel time and queues on the approaches created by the treatments, even greater benefits can be achieved when several intersections on the paths of the bus lines are able to execute prioritisation schemes. However, one intersection locally already achieves notable optimisation in travel for the chosen vehicles.

The implementation of the prioritisation is highly dependent on the prediction of arrival time at the intersection for the prioritised vehicle. The ETA-function within the code is updated every simulation second and in turn the selection of the prioritisation scheme is updated every second until 62 seconds before arrival. This procedure should ensure that the start time of the green phase for the prioritised approach falls close to the ideal starting time determined by the prioritisation degree of the vehicle. In most scenarios the starting time falls close to the ideal case, for example in scenario 1 with a prioritisation degree of B, the treatment commences on average 21.92 seconds before crossing. However, bus P2 in scenario 3 traverses the intersection 24.69 seconds after the start of the green phase, which is 14.69 seconds away from the goal for priority degree C. The historical data used in the ETA function may be improved by using more runs and a higher amount of data to predict the correct travel parameters more accurately. Nevertheless, while the prioritisation should not start too early it would be more disadvantageous for the goal of the prioritisation if it starts too late. The reliance on accurate ETA predictions is inherent for implementing bus priority based on V2X communication instead of detection points. If the ETA prediction is accurate, a well-timed prioritisation is possible, which enables a quick return to normal traffic signal operation.

5.2 Ramifications of Prioritisation and Pathways to Solutions

All scenarios demonstrate that each intervention introduces consequences for all vehicles traversing the intersection. In scenario 4, the adverse effects on the southern approach were most pronounced, leading to an increase in the evaluation parameters. It may be argued that the southern approach is more at risk for longer travel times and higher queue lengths as it is the shortest out of the four and offers less space for vehicles to queue. The longest approach, the western approach, experiences the greatest benefits, indicating that spatial constraints may influence the ability of the intersection to deal with the consequences from the prioritisation events. Scenario 4 also illustrates that the peak queues on the approaches return to pre-prioritisation levels within the subsequent two-time intervals. This temporal pattern holds true for
the other scenarios as well, indicating that compensation for the intersection can be achieved within a specific time constraint. In all scenarios, one or two isolated prioritisation events are depicted. The consequences for the approaches may differ when multiple prioritisation events occur rapidly, and compensation for the non-prioritised approaches could occur through subsequent prioritisation events. As seen in scenario 3, where two buses are prioritised separately and subsequently, there are almost no worsening effects on the evaluation parameters. The range of increase in the evaluation parameters is much less than observed in scenario 4 or 2, where in both cases only one prioritisation event occurs.

One studied approach for reducing the effects on the opposing non-prioritised approaches is to introduce compensation phases, where the duration of green time on those approaches is extended. However, according to Collier [23], such measures can cause additional delay. In the simulated logic for this project, after prioritisation ends, the phases for the opposing approaches are not extended. Instead, an immediate switch is made to those phases with consideration of minimum green times. The cycle itself is never broken up to avoid additional longer intergreen times. This measure itself may also contribute to diminishing the adverse prioritisation effects.

5.3 Extension of Prioritisation Logic

In scenario 1, both buses request prioritisation at the same second and with the same priority level, A1. However, only bus P receives prioritisation. In all other cases where the prioritisation degrees are different between two or more buses, only the bus with the highest level is treated to prioritisation. The code generates a list of buses that are present in the network and approaching the intersection with the help of a TraCI-function, which lists all objects present in the network sorted in alphabetical and numeric order. Consequently, bus P is higher in the network list of buses and therefore selected as the prioritised bus since it is listed before bus N when the two have the same priority degree. If bus P were named behind bus N in numerical order bus N would have received prioritisation. In this case of the same exact priority level, it would be useful to develop a second decision level to ensure that the bus with the highest occupancy or delay value is selected instead of relying solely on alphanumerical order. It should be noted, however, that the logic still prioritises the bus with the highest degree in any case.

6. Conclusion and Recommendations

This paper proposes a bus prioritisation logic for signalised intersections that is based on bus delay and occupancy instead of the prevailing first-come, first-served strategy. For buses, detection and data transmission via V2X communication is assumed, as this is expected to increasingly find its way from research into reality in the coming years, especially in the area of bus prioritisation. The basis for prioritisation is an accurate Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) estimation that ensures an optimal timing for the start of the prioritisation treatment. The prioritisation hierarchy guarantees that vehicles with the highest priority levels receive tailored acceleration in travel time, based on their delay and occupancy values, rather than the timing of their registration at the intersection. The priority levels are segmented into four degrees, allowing for differentiation in prioritisation measures by specifying the commencement of the desired green time, each with varying effects on crossing approaches. When choosing treatments at the traffic signal, three options—green extension, red truncation and red truncation expanded—are evaluated. The selected option is the one that aligns the start of the green time closest to the ideal time specified by the priority degree, further ensuring a precise implementation of bus prioritisation measures. The developed bus prioritisation logic is evaluated in a variety of scenarios for microscopic simulation, which investigated in particular, what happens if several buses with different priority levels request prioritisation at the same time.
The simulations of prioritisation procedures revealed significant improvements for most prioritised buses, resulting in reductions of up to over 85% in mean travel time and, in some cases, eliminating stops altogether. Among the five prioritised buses, three experienced substantial benefits from the prioritisation treatment. The other two buses, already operating at minimum travel times and stops, did not witness further reductions nor increases. Moreover, vehicles on prioritised approaches saw mostly positive impacts. The most significant improvements in travel time, stops, and queue length on the prioritised approach were observed with the highest prioritisation degrees A and B, exemplified in scenarios 1 and 4.

A pivotal outcome is revealed through the simulations: the efficacy of the developed bus prioritisation algorithm, manifesting in significant reductions in travel time for buses that are already delayed. Such delays often coincide with high demand traffic flows. This highlights the importance of prioritising buses based on existing delays - an approach that can effectively realign buses with their schedules, which is particularly beneficial in high occupancy scenarios where many people can gain valuable time savings. If two buses arrive at the same time, those with lower priority levels experience no or less intervention, but the deterioration in their travel time is never as great as the improvement for the high-priority buses.

All prioritisations are interventions in the regular traffic signal cycle, changing the lengths of the green phases to benefit certain approaches. These interventions also caused consequences for all vehicles that were travelling on the non-prioritised roadways. The highest increases in the evaluation parameters were observed on the approach south of the intersection, which has the shortest length out of the four. The highest increases in travel time for the non-prioritised buses were found in the same scenarios where the prioritised buses had the highest decreases. However, when two buses were prioritised separately after each other, the evaluation parameters for the non-prioritised approaches were not as increased compared to the scenarios where only one bus received priority. This finding encourages further simulations with more than one bus being prioritised, extending the time constraints of the simulated scenarios, and measuring the effects several subsequent prioritisation events have on the evaluation parameters.

The effectiveness of the prioritisation treatments was found to be reliant on several factors such as the location of and the traffic signal phases of neighbouring intersections, which in turn heavily influence the inflow of traffic onto the approaches of the prioritised intersection. The inclusion of other intersections along a bus’s route into the prioritisation would greatly advance the benefits for the delayed bus. This aspect can also be further explored in future studies.

Notably, travel patterns across the network exhibited substantial variations between peak and off-peak hours, suggesting the need to study an extension of prioritisation treatments to more hours of the day. This could prompt a study into optimal conditions for prioritisation, aiming to discern when it most effectively enhances the overall performance of an intersection.

The initiation logic of prioritisation depends on the accurate prediction of the vehicle’s arrival time at the intersection. While generally prioritisations started close to their ideal times, further improvement in this function may yield benefits. The combination of historic and current on-line data aimed at creating an accurate travel time prediction process on which prioritisation timings can depend, may also be of interest for further studies as it is relevant to the implementation of future highly detailed responsive prioritisation processes using V2X technologies.

The prioritisation logic is centred around delay parameters, utilising occupancy information to determine rankings within the delay levels. Scenario 1 highlighted the need for establishing a secondary level of prioritisation logic. The prioritisation logic, levels, and degrees are adaptable to new data, allowing for further adjustments in ideal start times of treatments. This flexibility enables the degree of intervention to be extended or lessened as needed. Further research could compare which parameters — occupancy or delay, and which combination
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of prioritisation degrees results in greater reliability for the bus services and yet mitigates the
effects on all other vehicles the most.

The comprehensive examination of various simulation scenarios showed the benefits of
bus prioritisation treatments based on delay and occupancy data. The findings reveal that a
high reduction in travel time and number of stops the buses experience on the approach to the
intersection can be achieved with a precise intervention into the traffic signal cycle to advance
the desired green phase. The use of delay and occupancy data in a future scenario with V2X
communication showed the potential to effectively reduce delays, especially for buses with
high occupancy, and thus improve the reliability and attractiveness of public transport.
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